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Abstract
Copyright © 2015 by Sochi State University. In article on the basis of archival material the role
of Society of scientists at Imperial Kazan university in development of ethnography in the first
quarter of the XX century as science and a subject matter reveals. The special place is allocated
for three expeditions of the students specializing on department of geography and ethnography
of physical and mathematical office of Imperial Kazan university, sent to means of Society of
scientists  to  field  ethnographic  expeditions.  S.  A.  Teploukhov,  V.  M.  Novitsky  and  V.  I.
Podgorbunsky under the leadership of outstanding scientific professor Bruno Fridrikhovich Adler
studied, comprehended bases of scientific researches, made expeditions and acquired a basis of
further  career  that  allowed them to become the talented scientists  who made a powerful
contribution to development of ethnology, archeology, anthropology and history in the first
quarter of the XX century.
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